
                          

                           PAIN-FREE BACK  

          THE EXERCISES
All you need is a clear space on the floor and an exercise mat or blanket and a 3 or 3 1/2 foot long wooden 
dowel or pvc water pipe (1” - 1 3/8” diameter).

Begin by performing 10 repetitions of each movement. If pain is too great on any particular exercise, skip, and 
do the next exercise. You can try again next time. Do as much as you can without too much strain. Inhale at 
the beginning of each move and exhale while returning to your original position. Continue doing the exercises 
once each day, even after all of the pain has gone, to maintain your back. But you can reduce repetitions to six.

  LYING ON BACK WITH ARMS AT SIDES:
1. Breathe rhythmically. Relax.
2. Move hands and feet up and down.
3. Rotate hands and feet inside to outside.
4. Rub one leg with opposite foot from toes to over knee as far as possible. Alternate.
5. Swivel hips loosely on floor.
6. Swivel shoulders.
7. Lift knee toward chin while lifting head. Do not use hands. Alternate.
8. Stretch out with left leg and right arm in an “X” fashion. Alternate.
9. Rub butt on floor sideways and back and forth with knees up (should feel warm.)
10. Arch up your back keeping shoulders on floor.
11. Pull feet up to body and back with knees spread apart in “Frog Fashion.”
12. Lift one leg straight up, then the other. Do not bend knees.
13. Lift legs up alternately making large circles out and back in close to floor.
14. Lift one leg slightly, then the other. Spread apart, bring together, and down. Alternate.
15. Lift legs up together. Lower in scissors fashion.
16. Lift legs up together. Lower slowly.
17. Bicycle both legs forward. Reach as far out as possible. Bicycle backward.
18. Bring bent knees up towards chest. Extend arms out on floor. Swing knees to one side and
arms to the other, stretching gently. Alternate sides.

  LYING ON RIGHT SIDE WITH RIGHT ARM UNDER HEAD:
1. Pull left knee toward chin and return. Keep back straight.
2. Lift both legs together off floor.
3. Pull left knee toward chin and return stretching left arm overhead.

  LYING ON LEFT SIDE WITH LEFT ARM UNDER HEAD: REPEAT ABOVE 3 STEPS.

(NOW GO TO NEXT PAGE)
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  STANDING HOLDING POLE:
1. Grasp pole with both hands (about 18” apart). Reach forward, up over your head, 
    down your back, up, forward to front, and down.
2. Still holding pole, swing gently to one side, then the other.
3. Hold pole with one hand. Twirl with wrist back and forth. Alternate.

   STANDING:
1. With feet apart and hands on hips, shift weight to one slightly bent knee, then up and back to
    the other leg in a rocking motion.
2. Walk around on heels, toes, outside edges of feet, inside edges of feet.
3. Walk around lifting knees toward chin as high as possible.
4. With feet apart, reach for the ceiling.
5. Hang on door (fold up a towel and drape over top of door to protect hands). Keep back straight, 
    head tucked into shoulders, knees on door. Relax your back and feel your spine decompress.

  HOORAY! You are all done! 
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